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mental uineasiness, auiditory hallucinations suddenly appear. These are
first recognized as 'imaginary', buit later insight is lost, and finally delli-
sions are formed to explain them. Hallucinations may involve all the
senses, but auditory are most frequtent and visual least so. The voices
convey obscene and blasphemous messages. Insomnia is not prominent,
emotional excitement rare, and depression slight, though in the later stages
violence may be threatened and suicide suiggested. The first stage with
insight may last even years. Remissions and exacerbations are seen.
The quiestion of differential diagnosis is discuissed, the conditions of chronic
hallucinatory insanity of alcoholic origin, dementia prTcox, and paranoia
being here of importance. Reference is also made to the Lasegue-Fairet
syndrome, l\Iagnan's delire chronique, and Kraepelin's paraphrenia. WVith
regard to treatment, little faith is placed in drugs. A mental examination
should be made, and psycho-analysis may be necessary.

C. STANFORD READ.

[95] Psychical disturbances in tabes (Ueber psychische Storungen bei
Tabes).-BRODNIEwicz. Allg. Zeits. f. Psychiat., 1919, lxxv, 701.

MENTAL symptoms are not infrequently fouind in cases of tabes which
show none of the accepted signs or symptoms of general paralysis.
Brodniewicz reports three cases in some detail. Tabetic psychoses are of
two sorts: (1) Acute transient distuirbances of the natture of a crisis (cf.
visceral crises) ; and (2) Longer psychoses of a paranoid natuire. Under the
first come cases where the phenomena are halluicinatory-delusional, as in a
toxic psychosis; in the second they are commonly halluicinatory-paranoid.
Brodniewicz's two chronic cases, however, were rather akin, clinically, to
an obsessional type. The author's conjectuire is that the psychoses are
duie to acuite or gradutal impairment of cortical ftunction bv toxins or bv
the spirochTtes themselves.

IITL ON.

PSYCHOLOGY AND PSYCHOPATHOLOGY.
[96j Instinct and the unconscious. Contributions to a symposium.

Brit. Jour. Psychol., 1919, x, 1.
WV. H. R. IRIVERS uIses the term unconscious as " experience which is not
accessiblc to consciousness except under certain special conditions, and yet
is capable of influiencing consciousness and condtuct indirectly in variolus
ways "'. He regards instinct as a fuinction of the suibcortical centres, and
emphasizes its being suibject to the 'all-or-none' principle, its other psycho-
logical properties being its crudeness and vaguieness of spatial reference and
its immediacy and uincontrolled character of response. He raises the question
whether 'protopathic' and 'epicritic' might not be more scientific terms
to usc in the place of 'iinstinct' and 'intelligence', following ouit Head's
physiological work. More than the 'all-or-noine' priinciple is seen in the
reactions of insects, which show some discrimination and graduation of
response. Hence his thcsis is that the early forms of 'all-or-none' reaction,
together with the experience associated with them, are incompatible with
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the later developed graduiated reactions, so that the former are suippressed
or dissociated, thuis forming the unconscious. Natuire did not simply
modify the earlier process, buit developed a new mechaniism which lutilized
such portions of the old as stuited its puirpose, and suppressed the rest.
The older' and dissociated forms of reaction only emerge when the later
developed and controlling influiences are in abeyance, as in sleep and
hypnotic states. The instincts connected with the needs of the indi-
vidual will be mainly protopathic, while those suibserving the welfare of
the group will be mainly epicritic.

CHARLES S. MYERS disculsses reflex action, and finds it difficult to accept
the 'all-or-none' argument of Dr. Rivers except as a reaction to a first
experience. He maintains that there is not one nervouis apparatuis for instinct
and another for intelligence. Only from injulry or disease can the thalami
act independently of the cortex. Instead, then, of regarding intelligence
as something added later to instinct, he regards both as differentiated out
of a common origin. Abstract instinct and intelligence, thouigh neurally
differentiated, are inseparable in the intact organism and occur as a com-
posite unity. The protopathic element is 'ftused' rather than 'dissociated'.
Dr. Myers cannot agree that what is dissociated in any conflict betweeni
instinct and intelligence consists merely in the protopathic characters of
the former. Loss of control is not to be conftused writh protopathic reaction.
The dreaming or hypnotized person exhibits graded instincts. When
instinct 'and intelligence are opposed, fusion and integration, instead of
dissociation and repression, may well arise from their compresence.

C. G. JUNG also cannot rely on the 'all-or-none' principle in defining
instinct, and points out that a great nuimber of conscious processes when
examined show an intensity inappropriate to the intensity of the stimuluis,
and it therefore seems necessary to uise some other criterion for the psycho-
logical definition. Psychological phenomena are not infrequently met
with very similar to instinctive activities, buit not tobe understood as such-
phobias, obsessions, studden moods, compuilsive emotions, etc. Only those
processes can be called instinctive which are inherited, u1nconIscious, aInd
uniformly and regularly occulrring everywhere. T'hey must also show the
mark of compelling necessity like a reflex, from' which they are distinguished
by their complicated nature only. Just as instinct is the intruision of an
uinconsciouisly motivated impulse into conscious actio'n, so intuiition is the
intruision of an uncon'scious content of an 'image' into coinsciouis appercep-
tion. The conception of the unconsciouis becomes an integral part of the
instinct problem, and he defines it as "the totality of all psychic pheno-
mena that lack the qutality of consciouisness ". He differentiates a 'per-
sonal unI1con1sciouIs' which contains the acquisitions of the individuial life,
in opposition to another form, the 'collective unconsciouis', containing the
'supra-individuial' quialities which were not acquired but inherited. We
are far more capable of observing and judging of instincts in animals or
primitive man than in ourselves, and there is no doubt that the instincts
of civilized man have become considerably modified; but underneath
instinct remains as the motive nucletus. Human actions are influenced
by instinct to a far higher 'degree than is usuially admitted. It is
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questionable whether man possesses many inistincts or only a few, so it
is doubtful whether he possesses many primordial forms or archetypes of
apprehension or not. The way in which man conceives the world is still,
in spite of manifold vrariations in detail, as uniform and as regular as his
instinctive actions. Just as our conscious conception determines the
form and purpose of otur conscious action, so unconsciouis apprehension
determines through the archetype the form and puirpose of instinct. It
is quite easy to discover intuitional activity in primitive peoples. The
collective unconsciouis consists of the sum of the instincts and their cor-
relates the archetypes. The most striking evidence for the existence of
archetypes is seen in mental derangements characterized by an intrusion
of the ' collective unconscious ' into the conscious, as occurs in all para-
noias and hallucinatory psychoses.

GRAHAM WALLAS argues that ' suppression or dissociation ' is neither
the only nor the most effective way by which civilized man gains control
over his instincts. Bringing into full consciousness the psychological
phenomena of fear is a better process than a thrusting of them into the
unconscious. Ouir consciousness of and separation of our 'self' from ou1r
instinctive feelings, and therefore our power of controlling our actions in
their presence, may be increased in efficiency, not only by our expecting
and recognizing them, but also by our understanding them-that is to say,
by our giving them a place in our general conception of cause and effect.

JAMES DREVER does not see his way to accept the suggestion that the
term 'unconscious' should be in the main restricted to abnormal phenomena
of the dissociation order, or rather that such phenomena are necessarily
abnormal. 'Psychical' includes facts of at least two distinct kinds, those
of the order of 'dispositions' and those of the order of 'experiences'. What
kind of experiences can we include under the utnconscious ? Are there
experiences apart from the 'marginal' which the psychologist can admit
as in any sense unconscious ? Consciousness is 'psychical integration',
but in addition psychical life presents 'synthesis' in varying degrees. An
unconscious which is really unconscious, apart from the disposition, does
not appear to be psychical at all. The unconscious is regarded as
'subpersonal consciousness', including, in so far as it is experience, purely
perceptual or even subperceptual experience. Instinct is determinate
conscious impulse which is not determined by previous individual experience,
but which nevertheless enters into and determines individual experience
and attitude. External behaviour can never furnish us with an ultimate
psychological criterion, though the 'all-or-none' kind of behaviour is worthy
of the most careful attention, and instinctive behaviouir will always in a
certain sense be of this type. The pleasure-pain and reality principles
are mentioned, and attention is drawn to the fact that the distinction
between appetite and instinct rests on a somewhat similar basis. It is
desirable to recognize different 'strata' in psychical life, and an evolutionary
interpretation is almost inevitable. Pure original instinct will not be
found after 'intelligence' has once functioned. His conclusion is stated
as follows "The unconscious or subpersohal consciousness underlies at
all times the conscious or personal consciousness, just as the instinctive
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propensities underlie the ends and purposes of our rational activities, and
it is unconscious because it represents either a stage of psychical evoltution
beyond which we have passed by normal development, or a mass of experi-
ence upon which we have, as it were, tried to tuirn otur backs by some more
or less abnormal process of dissociation, repression, or substituition; but
instinct has precisely the same psychological position and fuinction in
subpersonal as in personal consciousness."

W. McDOUGALL finds it very difficult to believe that the 'all-or-none'
principle holds good of the single nerve fibre or neuirone, and seems to hold
good as little of the instinctive reactions. It seems to be roughly true
that the instincts belong to the 'protopathic level', but we must not go
beyond this general statement. The 'unconscious' is commonly lused to
denote facts of two distinct orders: (1) The facts of mental structure;
(2) Mental activity of which the subject is not clearly conscious. We are
then discussing two distinct problems: (a) The relation of instinct to the
innate struetuire of the mind ; (b) The relation of instinct to uinconsciouis
mental activity and to the mental structuires in-volved in such actix ity. The
innate structuire of the huiman mind comprises much more than the in-
stincts alone, and there are indications of a considerable development of
it on its cognitive side; but there are many facts which compel uls to go
fuirther in the recognition of innate mental structtire. The instincts are
buit a part of it, but a very special part, and the suiggestion is made that
they differ from the rest not only in that they are the great channels of
conative energy, buit also in that the nervouis and bodily structutres throuigh
which thev operate are also innately laid down, whereas for the rcst of the
innate mental structutre no such bodily organs are given. The truth of
the developmental view of mind is asstumed. Dr. McDouigall protests
against Dr. Rivers' uise of the word 'experience', which should be used to
denote conscious mental activity instead of that which is retained by the
mind in consequence of experience, and regards Dr. Rivers' view of the
relation of instinct to the uinconscious as seriously in error and as illustrat-
ing the neglect to distinguish between activities and dispositions. Both
he and Dr. Jung have not set out clearly what we mean by instincts, what
instincts we recognize in man, what is their nature, what the structture
and mode of operation of each instinct that we conceive to play any such
part. It is douibtful if we should identify 'dissociation' and 'repression'.
The synthetic uinity of self-consciouisness is achieved only on the ideational
level of mental life. The purely instinctive activities are suibpersonal,
and are mutually excluisive in so far as their ends are incompatible. With
the development of ideationial life the instincts become organized in
systems, and with the development of self-consciouisness become only
subordinated within the one all-compreheinsive system which is the 'char-
acter' of the individual man. This organization is effected. throulgh the
interrelation of cognitive dispositions with which the affective dispositions
of the instincts have become connected through experience. When any
experience isstues in a strong affective reaction which is opposed to the self-
consciouis character there is conflict, which may result in the dissociation
of the cognitive dispositions concerned in that experience. If such
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becomes dissociated it retains its connection with the affective disposition
of the instinct and is capable of functioning as an isolated system. It
may then lie quiescent, or may from time to time be roused to life mani-
festing its affective-conative tendencies. The instinct itself, or its affective
disposition, retains its connection with other cognitive systems, is not
dissociated, and therefore continues to play its part in personal conscious-
ness and activity. Dr. McDougall can see no evidence of discontinuity in
mental evolution. The human instincts are not suppressed by new forces
and incompatible modes of mental activity. The instinctive forces are
modified and controlled, but without ceasing to be the mainspring of all
our thought and conduct.

C. STANFORD READ.

[97] The 'nervousness' of the Jew.-A. MYERSON. Mental Hygiene,
1920, iv, 65.

THE writer, himself a Jew, analyzes the causes of the exceptional liability
of the Jews to psychoneuroses. He points out that it is a 'cheap solution'
to say this liability is due to heredity, in the sense that there is an
innate predisposition. Rather is heredity to be understood in the sense
that there has been an adverse environment from generation to generation,
viz., persecution and the resulting limitation of the possible range of con-
tact with life. This impoverishment of modes of expression is synonymous
with a damming-up of the libido, which is accompanied by apprehensive-
ness and emotionality.

Thus is developed the thesis that, although biological heredity is
important in the study of nervous disease, social heredity, as the writer
terms it, is more important in the case of the Jews. By social heredity is
meant that groups of life-factors may be handed down for generations, and
may influence the life of every individual in the race as potently as if a
change had occurred in the stock. The writer is, however, fain to admit
that the Jew has an innate character different from that of the other races,
which perhaps predisposes him to psychoneuroses and other mental diseases;
that he clings to belief and opinion with a tenacity unparalleled in the
history of the world; that in point of intellectual achievement he is to be
compared only with the great races of the world; that he is curioulsly pas-
sive in his resistance, and curiously indomitable in his hold on life and
success. Nevertheless, the author insists that, in the face of what we
know about the life-factors of the Jew and of the extraordinary changes
that have taken place in his character in the last generation, no surmises
as to an innate character or tendency to neurosis are permissible. Thus
racial character is regarded in terms of social heredity.

This contention is supported by the fact that, with a fostering environ-
ment in Ame.rica and the free countries of Europe, the incidence of neurosis
in the last generation of Jews has been strikingly decreased. It is implied
therefore that the Jewish character and attitude towards life in the past,
in so far as it has been the genetic background of the neuroses, has been
itself a neurotic reaction. In this connection the writer makes the sugges-
tion that the liability to arteriosclerosis and diabetes~that exists among
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the Jews may be looked upoIn as a physical component of this neurotic
reaction, and that these structural changes have beeii engendered by persis-
tent pathological fear-emotions, presumably through the agency of the
endocrine system.

He acclaims the fact that the intensely religious character of the Jew
has disappeared in America, as it by magic, and appears to regard the fact
that the Jew has given uip his kosher, his Sabbath, and his traditional
religion in general, as evidence of amelioration of the neurotic reaction.
What persecution could not do throughout the centuries, toleration has
done in a genieration. JAMES YOUNG.

[98] Criminality and hysteria (Beitrag zur Frage Verbrechen uind
Hysterie).-RITTERSHAUS. Allg. Zeits. f. Psychiat., 1919, lxxv, 720.

THE question of the development of criminal tendencies in the course of a
hysterical 'twilight state', or actuial fugue, is one of considerable scientific
and practical importance. Rittershaus reports at great length, and mainly
in the patient's own words, a striking case of this (lescription. The man,
a Huingarian civilian, resident in Belgium, became a railway clerk during
the German occuipation, and one day suddenly began a career of crime,
consisting in theft, robbery under arms, falsification of his identification
certificate, swindles in connection with collections for Belgian prisoners
of war, and so on. Arrested and imprisoned, he declared he had no idea
how he could have done such things, and adduced evidence to show he had
often had 'attacks' of sudden onset in which he forgot everything, left
home, and wandered aimlessly over the country. He had frequently
threatened his own and his wife's life in theatrical fashion, but whenever
the latter called out " That's enough ! " he at once ceased. Rittershaus
comes to the conclusion that epilepsy, manic-depressive insanity, and
insanity-simulation can be excluded, and that the case is one of severe
'degenerative hysteria'. The patient had frequently been imprisoned
without its making any change in his manner of subsequent living; he
was accordingly certified as suffering from a condition as a result of which
he could not be held responsible for his criminal acts, and he was eventually
sent to an asylum in Austria. WILSON.

[99] Suggestion and suggestibility.-E. PRIDEAUX. Brit. Jour. Psychol.,
1920, x, 228.

THERE is much disagreement as to the meaning of the word suiggestion,
and definitionis cani be roughly divided into two classes according as they
refer to normal or abnormal suggestion. The views of Janet, Babinski,
Bernheim, and McDougall are referred to, and the author thinks that, as
the definition of the last named excludes auto-suggestion, it should instead
read: " Suggestion is a mental process resulting in the acceptance with
conviction of a proposition in the absence of logically adequate grounds
for its acceptance ". If there are logical grounds for acceptance, the idea
is generally called persuasion. The chief factor in suggestion is suggesti-
bility, which is subjective and the result of affective processes. (1) Individual
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suggestibility varies. It is exaggerated in the child, in old age, in those
with marked egoistic inistinietive tendeineics and who act on imptulse, in
crowds, in those who live in warm climates, in those who associate more
by contiguity than by similarity, and in patients with conversion-hysteria.
It is less marked in those who have strong ideals and in the 'introvert'.
Exaggerated suggestibility is always associated with a low 'emotive
response', as shown by investigations on the 'psycho-galvanic reflex',
which may, however, indicate the strength of the 'epicritic' forces stimu-
lated by the liberated emotion. We can explain individual suggestibility
as due to the varying degree in which the egoistic instinictive tendencies
are dcveloped, and the maiiner in which the sentimcnts have become
organi7zed to form ideals and act as contrary forces. (2) Conditional
suggestibility has relation to the affectivre state of the person. Increase is
seen in hyrpniosis, fatigue, illness, and prolonged emotionial states, and is
aided by alcohol and certain druigs. Each personi has his owin particIIlar
sphere of suggestibility. There is thus a (3) Specific suggestibility. Pleas-
inig ideas, aind those which satisfy his egoistic instinicts and tendencies,
render an inidividuial specially suggestible. There is, too, a (4) Personal
suggestibility dependinlg oni the affective processes operating between tvo
persons. Authority and( prestige are effective, and the instincts of sclf-
assertioni, sutbjection, anid sex arc much involved. The Freuidian views
as set forth by Ferenezi and Jones, viz., that suggestioni is a special variety
of transference, and that suiggestibility has its root in the masochistic
component of the sexuial instinct, are mentioned.

The response to suggestion may be positive, negative, or neuitral.
WVith regard to positive response, it is insisted on that suggestion has no
capacity for inhibiting ideas, and that an idea is accepted because it harmo-
inizes with some preformed interest or complex, and that affective forces
reinforec and produtee conviction. Anything that dissociates a suggestion
from the herd will tend to ensture its rejection. Negative response is seen
when the factors juist mcntioned arc contrary. Negativism may be exag-
gerated ani(l pathological, as scen in demenltia pracox. A neuitral responise
will be d(Ic to the lack of complexes to which a suiggested idea may attach
itself, bitt may also be duie to a conflict of motives and a state of doutbt.
The process in abnormnal suiggestion only differs in degree. Suiggestion is
not regarded as an ininate tendetcy. Therapeuitic suiggestion is briefly
discuissed. It is not looked ulpon as an ideal method, bitt as very tusefuil in
practice for the removal of symptoms in certain cases.

C. STANFORD READ.

[100] Left-handedness in epileptics, mental defectives, and normal
individuals (Ueber Linkshandigkeit bei Epileptischen, Schwach-
sininigen, und Normalen).-GANTER. Allg. Zeits. f: Psychiat., 1919,
lxxv, 689.

FROMi statistical inivestigation amonig the inimates of aIn inistituitioln in East
Pruissia the followiing conicluisions are arrived at:

1. Percentages.-Male epileptics, 28-7 per cent; female, 15 per cent.
Male defectives, 18-2 per cent; female, 19-4 per cent. In the relatives of
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these two groups: 45-9 per cent in epileptic families, 45-8 per cent in
mental-defective families. According to the auithor's researches, per-
centage of left-handedness in normal families, 27-9 per cenit.

2. Pathogenesis.---In most instances left-handedness is a stigma of
degeneration. There is Ino coinnection between it and the condition of
the reflexes, nor between it and the weight of the hemispheres. In
67*1 per cent of right-handed persons, and in 70-6 per cent of left-handed
persons, the right hemisphere is heavier than the left. Right- or left-
handedness depends simply on ftinctioinal predomiinance of one or other
hemisphere. WILSON.

[101] Should the plea of insanity as a defence of an indictment for
crime be abolished?-C. F. AIACDONALD. Ainer. Jour. Inisan.,
1920, lxxvi, 295.

THE writer points ouit that the introdutetion of the psychopathological side
into law leads to great complicatioin. The questioni of abnormal psychology
has frequeintly arisen of late in English law courts, and often the plea of
war neurosis has been pitt forward. Immediately the question of abnormal
psychology becomes of paramount importance in judgiing between the
parties or sides, it is obxvious that a very difficult and complicated situation
arises, which medicine in its present stage of development along the line
of psychopathology is scarcely capable of dealiing with adequately. The
present writer suggests that the question of insanity should be kept entirely
out of the case during the trial, and the jury should only pass sentence
upon the question of the guilt or innocence of the accused, quite irrespective
of his mental condition. Then, if the conviction is brought about, the
court should appoint a commission of competent alienists to determine the
prisoner's mental condition, and if he is puinishable by reason of mental
disease or not. This wuould seem certainily better than having to prove
to a juiry that a patient was mentally affected or otherwise ; biit on the
other hand it lays grave responsibilities on the commission of competent
alienists. Nowadays a commission of competent people is always a panacea
for every difficulty, but, alas, where are they to bc founid ?

MAURICE NICOLL.

[i021 The psychomotor function of inhibition as studied in a case of
Huntington's chorea (La fonction psychometrice d'inhibition
etudiee dans un cas de choree de Huntington).-MIOURGUE. Arch.
Suisses Neurol. et Psychiat., 1919, v, 70.

As a basis for this interestiing communication, Mourgite assumes the uni-
versal applicability in Huntington's chorea of the pathological findings of
Marie and Lhermitte, according to which there is a selective actioin of the
degenerative process on the frontorolandic cortex and its projection-fibres,
and on the putamen and caudate nucleus (neostriatum), thouigh it may be
remarked incidentally that such a schematization of the lesion needs further
corroboration before it is likely to be generally accepted. Be this as it may,
Mourgue relies on the unsatisfactory experiments of Pagano, who stated that
excitation of the caudate nucleus produces signs of automatic irritability in
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the dog, to correlate the irritability of the Huntingtonian with disease of the
nucleus, assuming, apparently, that excitation and degeneration give rise
to identical symptoms, and that experimental results in the dog are appli-
cable to man. Next, it is assumed that corticostriate fibres exercise an
inhibiting action over the functions of the corpus striatum, so that with
degeneration of the former the caudate nucleus is ' liberated', yet it is well
known that the existence of corticostriate fibres is more than problematical.

Mourgue, however, sees in this assumption an explanation of the
mental symptoms of Huntington's chorea; emotional activity is no longer
under control because of failure of psychomotor inhibition. Of greater
interest, because less debatable, are the author's observations, by the tests
of the psychological laboratory, on the exteriorization of the emotion thus
'set free'. He finds, as a fact, that it is not accompanied by the usual
somatic phenomena, that the Huntingtonian's irritability, etc., is of endo-
genous, not exogenous, origin, and that lessened ability to react to external
emotive stimuli is due to his state of more or less continuous distraction.
In Maudsley's words, " Who cannot control his muscles is incapable of
attention ". Mourgue suggests ingeniously that the absence of somatic
phenomena normally accompanying emotion is proof of the existence of a
sympathetic centre of representation at least as high as the regio subthal-
amica and of the affection of this centre in the disease. The inattention
of the Huntingtonian and the instability of his psychomotor reaction are
also well seen in Mourgue's studies of his reaction-times. WILSON.

[103] The neuroses of peace.-JAMEs HENDRIE LLOYD. Arch. of Neurol.
and Psychiat., 1920, iv, 1.

THE neuroses of war have been rapidly replaced by the neuroses of peace,
and, as the writer observes, it is apparent that the dangers of peace may
be even greater than the dangers of war from the psychological standpoint.
Dean Inge recently stated that Western civilization had received a mortal
wound in the Great War, his idea being that the human race in the West can
no longer bear the burden of mechanical and industrial civilization. The
brutalizing effect of the late war raised up the primitive savage in man
which is only beneath the skin, and he will not go back properly beneath
the skin again, partly because the life of civilization is so complicated and
so difficult. As a result there is a kind of traumatic neurasthenia that has
laid hold, not only of individuals, but of large masses of people. We are
faced by a dangerous period in the world's history, because Western
humanity is neurotic and even psychotic as regards its mass reaction in
crowds. Pandemic psychoses, mental contagion on a huge scale-work-
ing upon an underlying collective paranoid condition-may lead anywhere.
The writer believes that prohibition is a pandemic hysteria, and that it is
not really based upon true roots. A tremendous suggestibility is one of
the evidences of a collective neurosis. " We are in danger of being swept
into some millennium before we know it, and I know of no worse fate
than to wake up some fine morning and find oneself in a millennium. It
would be a sort of league of hallucinations, in which even the most expert
neurologist might find it difficult'to find his way."

MAURICE NICOLL.
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